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Abstract

The impetus to innovate has emphasized the importance of organization's ability to both explore and exploit new ideas or what is referred to as ambidexterity. This study examined ambidexterity as a predictor of teams' perception of their innovation. It also examined the impact of culture-power distance, uncertainty avoidance, collectivism, masculinity, and short-term orientation IT teams' explorative and exploitative behaviors. The results also show that team ambidexterity is a predictor of innovation. Power distance is negatively related to explorative behavior. Collectivist characteristics are positively associated with both explorative and exploitative behaviors. Masculine behavior likewise predict more explorative behavior. The results can guide human resource development efforts geared to foster greater innovation within teams in organizations.
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Introduction

Globalization and rapid technological developments have given rise to a very competitive and challenging business environment. Enterprises have now to continually gain the competitive edge in terms of their products and services. In order to survive and excel, it has become an imperative for organizations to build and foster the capability to innovate. Heifetz and Linsky (2002) contend that to adapt to rapid changes, business leaders must foster organizational cultures that are adaptive and flexible. Others propose that an entrepreneurial mindset (Hsing and McDonough, 2011), a culture that supports risk taking (Munshi et al., 2005), and tolerates mistakes (Munshi et al., 2005) are also needed to support innovation.

Of late, there has been increasing attention on ambidextrous behavior and its impact on innovation. Ambidexterity is defined as the ability of leaders, teams, and individuals to be both explorative and exploitative. Explorative behavior is characterized by creativity, adventure, and risk taking. A person in an explorative mode produces a myriad of divergent ideas and as many as possible alternatives to problem solving or opportunity seeking. On the other hand, exploitative behavior is characterized by results-orientation, systemization, and efficiency. Thus, in this mode a person synthesizes and seeks to converge ideas to arrive at an implementable action (Pandey and Sharma, 2009). Ambidextrous behavior can be exhibited both by the leadership of organizations as well as by teams within the organization. Case studies (O’Reilly, Tushman, 2004) have found ambidextrous behavior exhibited by the organization’s leaders as well as by teams tasked to produce innovations.

Beyond the link between ambidexterity and innovation, Pandey and Sharma (2009) proposed the relationship of culture dimensions are linked to explorative and exploitative behaviors. However, their propositions have yet to be tested empirically. Thus, this study offers an empirical determination of how national culture influences ambidexterity and subsequently, innovation in teams.

Organizational Ambidexterity

Innovation is different from creativity. Creativity may produce a myriad of fresh and exciting ideas and new concepts. However, many companies fail because they are unable to turn ideas into a sustainable business (Sinar, Wellins, Pacione, 2011). Innovation brings these ideas to fruition by finding applications of these ideas that result into new products, processes, and services that redound to higher sales, market share, and/or profitability to the company. The distinction between creativity and innovation is important in the light of this study of explorative (more associated with creativity) and exploitative (more associated with idea implementation) behavior.

Given that innovation is defined as both the generation and implementation of new ideas, one construct that has come to fore to describe the ability to do both is organizational ambidexterity. Ambidexterity is the ability to simultaneously pursue exploitative and explorative behavior. Exploration is associated with experimentation, divergent thinking, and creativity. This is the ability found at the early stages of the innovation process involving the generation of new ideas and conceptualization. Exploration is characterized by risk-taking, discovery, and searching for new alternatives. Exploitative ability is generally employed at the latter stages of innovation when focus is on implementing and commercializing new ideas. Exploitation is associated with efficiency, convergent thinking, refinement, and improvement (Pandey and Sharma, 2009).

In their review of literature, Rosing et al. (2011) outlined two characteristics of innovative performance. First, is that innovation consists of two activities, creativity and implementation. These are linked to exploration and exploitation, respectively. Second, the innovation processes are complex and nonlinear. Therefore, the organization has to constantly shift from exploration to exploitation and vice-versa. These processes define the extent of ambidexterity in the organization.

In their case studies of 15 business companies in nine industries, O’Reilly III and Tushman (2004) revealed that companies that flourish over the long run demonstrate both exploitative and explorative behaviors. They exploit existing capabilities and tweak its processes and products to come up with incremental innovations. At the same time, they look to the future and explore possibilities to achieve radical or breakthrough innovations. Thus, ambidexterity in an organization enables it to maintain and continually grow their traditional business as well as create innovations and new business lines.
Furthermore, the O’Reilly III and Tushman (2004) study considered the structure of the innovating organization in terms of the location of innovative teams. They found that companies tended to structure their breakthrough projects in one of four basic ways. “Some were carried out within existing functional designs, completely integrated into the regular organizational and management structure. Others were set up as cross-functional teams, groups operating within the established organization but outside the existing management hierarchy. A few took the form of unsupported teams, independent units set up outside the established organization and management hierarchy. However, most were pursued within ambidextrous organizations, where the breakthrough efforts were organized as structurally independent units, each having its own processes, structures, and cultures but integrated into the existing senior management hierarchy.” It was found that ambidextrous organizations were more successful in producing breakthrough products than the other three structures.

Ambidextrous competencies are shared across hierarchical levels (Bledow et al., 2009; Chandrasekaran, 2009; Patterson et al., n.d.; and Probst et al., 2011). The competencies involve balancing current and new activities, short- and long-range thinking, and engaging both in visioning and strategy execution. Top management grants autonomy (explorative) while staying involved (exploitative). Middle management provides a vision (explorative) while ensuring execution (exploitative). Line management embraces diversity (explorative) while acting together (exploitative).

Measuring organizational ambidexterity. Popadiuk (2012) extended the concept of leadership ambidexterity to include other members of the organization. His study on organizational ambidexterity that involved 249 respondent companies in three economic sectors (trade, industry, and services), validated the presence of both explorative and exploitative dimensions. Unfortunately, although Popadiuk (2012) presented a useful measurement instrument for organizational ambidexterity, he did not directly relate ambidexterity with innovation.

The review of literature in the areas of organizational ambidexterity and innovation shows that, so far, there have been very few quantitative studies to validate the concept of ambidextrous organizational behavior and its impact on innovation. This study proposes to help fill this gap, by quantitatively validating the construct of ambidexterity and its influence on innovation.

Culture and Innovative Behavior

Beyond establishing the link between ambidexterity and innovation, this study explores the impact of culture. Culture is “the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from another” (Hofstede et al., 2010). Several “layers of culture” (Hofstede et al., 2010) can influence one’s mental programming: national level, regional/ethnic/religious/linguistic, gender, generation, social class, and organizational.

Findings from other studies point to how national culture is carried over into organizations to form or influence organizational culture that, in turn, determines the organization’s inclination to innovate. Country cultural differences were found to affect leader effectiveness across cultures (Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner, 2000) and workplace practices (House et al., 2004; Hofstede et al., 2010).

In their review of the literature, Pandey and Sharma (2009) identified common patterns and themes regarding the drivers that increase both exploratory and exploitative activities. These patterns led them to theorize a framework relating culture dimensions with organizational ambidexterity. Their conceptual framework suggests that national culture leads to explorative and exploitative behaviors. It is the ability to be both (organizational ambidexterity) that leads to innovation. Pandey and Sharma’s model has yet to be supported quantitatively, which this study aims to achieve.

Figure 1 (prev. page) illustrates this study’s proposed model.
Specifically, this study examined four cultural attributes and their relationship with ambidexterity. Power distance is the extent to which power is distributed unequally with those with less power deferring to those with more power. In high power distance cultures, leaders tend to be autocratic and subordinates expect to be told what to do. Pandey and Sharma (2009) suggest that organizations high in power distance will be less likely to be exploratory but more likely to be exploitative.

In contrast to individualistic cultures where task prevail over relationships, in collectivist societies, there is a greater value of interdependence and harmony. Pandey and Sharma (2009) propose that organizations in individualistic cultures are more likely to be exploratory and exploitative.

Uncertainty avoidance is the extent to which the members of a culture try to avoid uncertain or unknown situations. Pandey and Sharma (2009) suggest that cultures high in uncertainty avoidance are less likely to be exploratory but more likely to be exploitative.

Masculinity describes possessing qualities of aggressiveness, toughness, and logical analysis as against tenderness, concern for people and relationships, and concern for quality of life. Pandey and Sharma did not specifically argue for the relationship of masculinity and ambidextrous behavior. However, exploration requires risk-taking, and exploitation requires the ability to implement. All of these requires the ability to put forth one’s ideas and be aggressive. We thus suggest that masculinity will be associated with both exploratory and exploitative behaviors.

To summarize, this study tests the two components of ambidextrous behavior as predicted by four cultural dimensions. Finally, it validates the positive relationship of ambidextrous behavior on innovation that been found in previous qualitative researches (Bledow et al., 2009; O’Reilly III and Tushman, 2004; Tushman and O’ Reilly, 2004).

The following hypotheses are then proposed:

Hypothesis 1a: Power distance predicts explorative behavior inversely.
Hypothesis 1b: Power distance predicts exploitative behavior positively.
Hypothesis 2a: Collectivism predicts explorative behavior inversely.
Hypothesis 2b: Collectivism predicts exploitative behavior inversely.
Hypothesis 3a: Uncertainty avoidance predicts explorative behavior inversely.
Hypothesis 3b: Uncertainty avoidance predicts exploitative behavior positively.
Hypothesis 4a: Masculinity predicts explorative behavior positively.
Hypothesis 4b: Masculinity predicts exploitative behavior positively.
Hypothesis 5: Ambidexterity predicts perceived innovation.

Method

The study utilized a mixed-method sequential explanatory approach. For the quantitative analysis, an online survey was conducted involving information technology (IT) teams in business organizations involved in producing innovations in products or services. The survey measured innovation, ambidextrous team behaviors, and the five culture factors. The qualitative part consisted of interviewing executives from four companies that participated in the survey. The aim of the qualitative analysis was to shed light on the empirical findings and to elicit explanations for the findings.

Participants

The unit of analysis of the study was teams. Respondents were 1) individuals who were members of teams from eleven IT companies engaged in enterprise systems development, mobile applications, systems maintenance, IT outsourcing, games development, among others and 2) individuals from teams in IT departments of six Philippine-based companies involved in telecommunications, education, and manufacturing. Selecting participants coming from one industry (Information Technology) was seen to minimize the possible confounding effect of variations due to the nature of business. At the same time, the IT industry in the Philippines has become a recent major economic and employment contributor.
The participating IT teams were involved in developing and implementing IT applications for client companies, in the case of IT companies, or for in-house use, in the case of IT departments. They employed traditional systems development methodologies, agile prototyping methodologies, or software package customization, depending on the needs of the client-users.

For first phase of the study, purposive sampling was made. An initial list was created based on personal contacts and the list of members of the Philippine Software Association of the Philippines. After initial contacts were made, introductory meetings were held with officers and CEOs of IT service providers and companies with IT departments. The purpose of the study was explained. It was also explained that the companies will not be identified by name in the final report. Although the study participants all come from Philippine-based companies, it is expected that cultural orientations, as well as explorative-exploitative behavior, may vary among companies due to different organizational cultures brought about by different management styles, corporate ownership, and structure. Sampling across a number of companies was done in order to highlight such variances.

The data used came from responses from 245 respondents comprising 56 teams from 17 companies. Teams were composed of three to thirteen members. Among these 189 were team members and 56 were team leaders. Teams consisted of 178 (73%) male and 67 (27%) female members. Their roles were programmers, Web developers, quality analysts, systems designers, project managers, business analysts, and mobile applications developers. Ages of respondents ranged from 19 to 53 years old, with an average of 27.2.

In the second phase of the study, interviews were conducted with four executives from three participating companies. Executive A is the CEO of a Web, mobile development and IT design company with around 50 IT professionals, male, in his 40’s. Executive B is the CEO of an IT consulting and insourcing company dealing with enterprise systems with around 200 IT professionals, male, in his 30’s. Executive C is CEO of an IT consulting and staffing company with around 100 IT professionals, female in her 50’s. Executive D is a Senior Project Manager of a Web, mobile development and IT design company with around 50 IT professionals, male, in his 30’s.

Measures

Innovation. Innovation is defined as both the creative generation of new ideas and the efficient implementation of selected ideas. Operationally, this study adapted the measurement scale developed by Ohly et al. (2006) and Zhou and George (2001). Innovation was measured using nine items describing the degree that novel and useful ideas are implemented at work. Reliability (Cronbach α) of .94 was achieved.

Ambidexterity. Ambidexterity is defined as the ability to simultaneously pursue explorative and exploitative behavior. Explorative behavior is associated with creativity and divergent thinking. Exploitative behavior is associated with efficiency and convergent thinking. Popadiuk’s (2012) measure of ambidextrous behavior in organizations was used to measure ambidexterity. It originally consisted of 45 items but 8 items were dropped because they were deemed not applicable to the context. The ambidexterity score was derived by averaging explorative and exploitative scores.

Explorative behaviors. This subscale described how teams generate ideas, develop capabilities, and share and use knowledge. It was measured using 20 items such as the team’s focus on new products, the extent of product or process innovation, participation in innovative alliances, and quest for new markets. Internal consistency reliability (Cronbach α) of the explorative dimension was .90.

Exploitative behaviors. This subscale included 18 items describing whether the team is focused on strategic or operational matters, the team’s dependence and relationships with outside partners, and efficiency. The internal reliability (Cronbach α) of the exploiter dimension was .83.

Power distance. This is the extent to which the less powerful members of institutions and organizations within a country expect and accept that power is distributed unequally (Hofstede et al., 2010). Operationally, it was measured using a 5-item scale developed by Yoo et al. (2011) Power distance items measured the extent to which the respondent agrees that decision making should be done by people in higher positions. Internal consistency reliability (Cronbach α) was .84.

Collectivism. Collectivism pertains to a situation in which people are integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups that protect them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty (Hofstede et al., 2010). Operationally, it was measured using a 5-item scale developed by Yoo et al. (2011). Collectivism items gauged whether group goals and welfare are more important than individual goals and welfare. Internal consistency reliability (Cronbach α) was .82.
Uncertainty avoidance. This is the extent to which members of a culture feel threatened by uncertain or unknown situations and avoid such situations. This is expressed in a need for predictability and a need for written and unwritten rules (Hofstede et al., 2010). Operationally, this was measured using a 5-item scale developed by Yoo et al. (2011). Uncertainty avoidance items measured the extent to which the team agrees that tasks, standards, and work procedures have to be well defined. Internal consistency reliability (Cronbach α) of the uncertainty avoidance scale was .87.

Masculinity. This is associated with aggressiveness, toughness, task orientation as against femininity qualities of tenderness, concern for people and relationships, and concern for quality of life (Hofstede et al., 2010). Operationally, this was measured using a 4-item scale developed by Yoo et al. (2011). Masculinity items assessed respondent's agreement to statements that men perform tasks in a more rational and aggressive way than women. Internal consistency reliability (Cronbach α) of the masculinity scale was .80.

### Procedure

E-mail messages were sent to the CEOs of target companies requesting their consent for the survey. After getting the consent of the heads of companies in his meetings with them, the researcher author received email addresses of nominated respondents from these companies. The researcher author then sent e-mail messages to the nominated respondents directing them to the online questionnaire in Google Survey.

Responses were tabulated and analyzed using SPSS. Confirmatory factor analyses and reliability testing were done. Descriptive statistics, correlations, and hierarchical regression analyses were used to test the study hypotheses.

Post-study interviews were held with four executives, whose profiles are described in an earlier section, in order to solicit feedback on the findings. During these meetings, the research author discussed the results of the survey with the executives. The executives were then asked whether they could relate the findings to the situations in their own companies. They were then asked whether they had any explanations for the findings.

### Results

The study identified the team as the unit of analysis. Ratings for all items by members of each team were averaged to determine team ratings. Table 1 presents means, standard deviations, and the intercorrelations of all factors that were included in the analysis. Cronbach α values are shown in parentheses in the diagonal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Power Distance</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(84)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Uncertainty Avoidance</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>(88)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Collectivism</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>(81)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Masculinity</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>(80)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Explorative</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>(93)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Exploitative</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>(83)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Ambidexterity</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>(92)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Innovation</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>(94)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).**

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics, Reliabilities, and Intercorrelation Matrix for the Study Variables
The ambidexterity components of explorative and exploitative are significantly correlated with innovation, with explorative having a high correlation of .71. However, the correlations are not too high to suggest singularity. This strengthens the case for proceeding with regressing the two factors that comprise ambidexterity to innovation.

Uncertainty avoidance and collectivism correlate positively with innovation, explorative, and exploitative. Power distance and masculinity correlate positively with exploitative.

Ambidexterity correlates positively with innovation. This factor also correlates positively with uncertainty avoidance, collectivism, and masculinity.

A series of regression analyses were conducted to test the hypotheses. Results of the regression analyses are summarized in Figure 2. Detailed regression results are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

**Table 2. Regression Coefficients. Power Distance, Uncertainty Avoidance, Collectivism, Masculinity as IVs and Explorative as DV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Distance</td>
<td>-.33</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>-.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty Avoidance</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>-.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectivism</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.143</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculinity</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Dependent Variable: EXPLORATIVE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. Regression Coefficients. Power Distance, Uncertainty Avoidance, Collectivism, Masculinity as IVs and Exploitative as DV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Distance</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty Avoidance</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectivism</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculinity</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Dependent Variable: EXPLORATIVE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Regression Analyses Results
Power distance as affecting ambidexterity factors

We hypothesized that the greater the power distance among teams, the less explorative are the teams. The results provide no basis for Hypothesis 1b that states that the greater the power Distance, the more exploitative are the teams. Power Distance was found to be inversely predictive (r=-.40, p=.01) of explorative behaviors but did not have a significant effect on exploitative behaviors.

One of the executives interviewed confirmed the negative effect of power distance on explorative behavior. “I have been in a mentoring, telling, and instructing mode all these years… and I can’t get enough creativity from my teams…. I am undergoing a coaching training program and I think starting right away I will shift to a coaching mode.”

Collectivism as affecting ambidexterity factors

Contrary to the expectation, that it is individualistic culture enabling explorative and exploitative behaviors, collectivism had positive effects on both explorative (r=.47, p<.01) and exploitative (r=.38, p<.01). A lady executive explained the positive influence of collectivism on being explorative. “My people like creating in groups. Filipinos have a high fear of failure. So they would rather hide behind the group when expressing ideas.” She said that she would manage creativity in her organization by making them work in small groups. A senior project manager confirmed this and explained why “the more they think as a team, the more they are explorative”. “They are creative but nahihiya magsabi (may be shy to express).” Individual ideas then become team ideas.

Uncertainty avoidance as affecting ambidexterity factors

Hypotheses 3a and 3b, predicts that uncertainty avoidance influences being explorative negatively and being exploitative positively. There was no support for this. Although uncertainty avoidance was positively correlated to both exploration and exploitation behaviors, they did not have unique contribution in predicting ambidexterity behaviors.

Masculinity as Affecting Ambidexterity Factors

Masculinity contributed significantly (r=.43, p<.01) to explorative. This supports Hypothesis 4a that the more masculine characteristics there exist in the teams, the more explorative they are. However, there was no support for the effect of masculinity on exploitative behavior.

Taken together, the four culture variables accounted for .25 of the variance in explorative behavior in teams. However, of the four, only three are significant predictors namely power distance, collectivism, and masculinity. In predicting exploitative behavior, the variables accounting for .30 of the variance in exploitative behavior in teams. However, only one of the four, collectivism, was the only significant predictor of exploitative behavior.

Ambidexterity as influencing perceived innovation

We found support for our hypothesis that ambidexterity would be linked to team innovation. Ambidexterity which was the average of explorative and exploitative, was found to influence perceived innovation (r=.61, p<.01), accounting for .36 of the variance in perceived innovation. An executive confirmed the need for ambidexterity in IT work, even in IT maintenance work, “Even if it’s maintenance work where you have to be exploitative, you need creativity (explorative behavior) in solving problems that may arise.”

Discussion

The results support a study hypothesis that the more that teams ascribe to superiorors more authority and more power to decide, the less explorative they become. As explained by one executive, in such culture where CEOs closely mentor and feed decisions to the team, the teams are not creative. This provides the empirical and quantitative support to the proposition by Pandey and Sharma (2009) that organizations low in power distance will generate high exploratory innovation. Findings, however, did not support the other proposition by Pandey and Sharma (2009) that organizations high in power distance will generate high exploitative innovation. However, the correlation between power distance and exploitation is significant. But when power distance is regressed alongside the other culture dimensions, it did not predict exploitative behavior uniquely. This results suggests that the other culture factors have a greater influence on exploitative behaviors in teams.

Results refuted the hypothesis and showed that the more collectivist the teams, the more explorative and exploitative teams are. To understand this finding, it is important to note that the study was conducted in the Philippines which is a highly collectivist country (Hofstede, 2010). Thus, that teams have the tendency to exhibit both explorative and exploitative behavior as a group (collectivist) rather than as individuals. As the qualitative data suggests, in a collectivist environment individuals express ideas more freely within groups and at the same time work on implementing ideas together. An executive also noted that as opposed to Westerners who are more individualistic, Filipinos feel more comfortable expressing ideas within groups.
The behavior of avoiding uncertain and unknown situations was not significantly related to either explorative or exploitative behavior. One explanation for this is that in the IT industry, project teams are almost always assigned the projects to develop and implement. The timetables are given based on dictates by the client. Specific methodologies are followed by the project teams. Project revenues are based on billing rates that are pre-agreed with the clients. In this context, therefore, whether or not the IT teams are risk averse may be irrelevant in relation to their being explorative or exploitative. The factor of uncertainty avoidance may be more relevant for certain functions and in industries other than the IT industry. This is something future studies can investigate.

A culture of masculinity – that of approaching problems logically than intuitively, of being aggressive, and of being more task than relationship oriented – is predictive of explorative behavior (Hypothesis 4a). In the context of teams, team members with “masculine” traits are likely to be more explicit in idea generation than team members with “feminine” traits. Although the correlation between the two variables was significant, masculinity did not significantly predict exploitative behavior. Rather, only collectivism predicted exploitative, indicating that it may influence exploitative behavior more than any other culture factor.

Finally, this study confirms that ambidextrous behavior is a predictor of innovation, as perceived by the teams that participated in the study. For companies to continually innovate, teams must exercise both explorative and exploitative behavior (Bledow et al., 2009; O’Reilly III and Tushman, 2004; Parthasarathy and Ariss, 2011; Patterson et al., n.d.). The study finding also lends quantitative support to the Rosing et al. (2011) ambidexterity-innovation model that proposes that ambidexterity is an antecedent of innovation. An executive remarked that “in producing innovative products we need both creativity (explorative behavior) and discipline (exploitative behavior).”

The notion of ambidexterity resonates with adaptive leadership (Heifetz, R. A., 1994; Heifetz, R. A., Linsky, M., 2002), a practice of leadership that considers the situation of both leader and follower. There may be situations when decision-making is left to the followers, or team members, and situations when a controlling style is more appropriate. Adaptive leadership also considers the power distance factor in leadership, specifying that authority does not equal leadership. This resonates with this study’s finding that power distance inversely affects creativity. Between the two ambidexterity components, explorative behavior correlated more highly with ambidextrous behavior than did exploitative behavior. This is a logical because the respondent teams rated themselves to be higher in explorative behavior than in exploitative behavior. That explorative behavior and exploitative behavior correlate significantly is consistent with the intertwining and mutual interdependence of these two constructs (Parthasarathy and Ariss, 2011).

**Limitations of the study and further recommendations**

The companies that were sampled were chosen on the basis of the author having current contact with some officers of the Philippine Software Industry Association. These companies may not be homogeneous in other factors, particularly structure and leadership factors, which could not be controlled during this study.

Also, most of the companies were purposely chosen to belong to one industry in order to minimize the possible confounding effect of different natures of business. Generalizability of the findings may be enhanced by further studies in other industries.

The concept of ambidexterity is more pronouncedly manifested over time, as innovative groups continually and iteratively explore and exploit as new products and processes are developed over the innovation life cycle. This study did not consider this time element, and therefore regarded ambidexterity characteristics as statically inherent within teams in the organization. How explorative and exploitative behaviors vary over the innovation life cycle can again be the subject of a longitudinal study.

The organizational location of innovative teams, whether they are part of the functional structure or located in a way that provides the team considerable autonomy, may influence explorer-exploiter characteristics. Further researches on this aspect are suggested.

This study’s respondents, it should be noted, rated highly (>3 in a Likert scale of 5) in both explorative and exploitative attributes. While a formal determination of leadership approaches found in the companies that participated in the study was outside the scope of the study, it has been noted that the company heads, known to this author, have different leadership approaches and styles. These approaches may have influenced either explorative or exploitative behavior or both. This impact of leadership on ambidextrous behavior is suggested as a future research topic.
Significance of the study

Management and human resource development programs point to various leadership and team characteristics that are claimed to be requisite factors for teams to innovate. This study provides empirical evidence that ambidextrous behavior – that is both explorative and exploitative – enables team innovation. Furthermore, the results suggest that ambidextrous behavior appear to be influenced by cultural dimensions of power distance, collectivism, and masculinity.

For the leadership of organizations, particularly in the IT industry, the study findings substantiate the need for leadership that encourages both explorative and exploitative behaviors. The concept of ambidexterity is resonant with adaptive and flexible leadership/organization. Parthasarathy and Ariss (2011) referred to innovation leaders as “controlled schizophrenics” and the dynamic capability of an innovative firm to “reconfigure resources” according to a changing environment. Tushman et al. (2011) suggested that firms thrive when a certain tension is maintained between the old (e.g., existing products or business) and the new (e.g., new product or business lines). Managing this constant creative conflict is referred to by Tushman et al. (2011) as “leading ambidextrously”.

In the innovation life cycle, IT leaders should encourage exploration and discovery in the early conceptualization of projects and products. As these projects and products are defined, the IT leaders should then see to it that certain efficiencies are exploited to produce results. The quantitative and qualitative findings also suggest that IT leaders should develop in their teams both explorative and exploitative abilities, even in what is regarded as non-creative phases of IT work. In all IT aspects, leaders and teams have to be both explorative and exploitative particularly in problem solving, being explorative in generating alternative solutions and being exploitative in implementing chosen solutions.

Finally, there has been scarce research on quantitatively determining the effects of culture, ambidextrous behavioral orientation and innovation in teams. This study contributes to this particular body of knowledge. In particular, it emphasizes the need to understand and harness culture in order to enable innovation in teams.
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